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Tight Mind vs. Loose Mind 
THE importance of training the MIND, not just the BODY:      

The mind is a thought factory, creating though after thought after thought. A mind that is out of control is the same as a 
body out of control; all over the place.  

A LOOSE MIND creates doubt, fear, frustration, and negativity 

A TIGHT MIND creates focus, fearlessness, positivity, and confidence. Training a tight mind is as important, if 
not more important than training the body.  

Tools for anchoring a tight mind:  Mental Choreography + Confidence Bank 

Mental Choreography!  

Mental choreography keeps the mind tight. It also can help to tighten the mind if it starts getting loose. These MC words 
can be used for both simple and difficult things. With a lot of practice using MC words, this can become second nature 
and allows an athlete to get “in the zone”. This can allow the athlete to perform well even in the hardest of circumstanc-
es or under huge amounts of pressure.  

 

Examples of Mental Choreography thoughts: (Before/Durning/After performance) 

Technical reminders:  “squeeze tight” , “bend slow”, “chest back”, “freeze” 

Energy reminders:  “breathe”, “you got it”, “push through” 

Confidence reminders: “I can do it”, “we got this”, “We’ve done it before” 

 

Confidence Bank!  

 It’s a good idea to look at the mind like a confidence Bank or Bucket. If there isn’t enough confidence in the bank 
(bucket)  then the mind starts to get frustrated, fearful, and worry. Confidence comes from success.  As parents you 
can help fill-up your athlete’s confidence bank by reminding them of their progress and successes. Teammates can 
also work together to help fill-up each other’s confidence banks through team encouragement during practices and 
competitions.  

               

ATHLETE CHALLENGE   Turn a Loose Mind into a Tight Mind 

Three Step Process: 

Step 1: Awareness. Be aware to what your mind is telling you. Learn to identify a loose mind 

                -Negative thoughts, frustration, fear, or doubts 

Step 2: Change your thoughts. Concentrate on something helpful instead.  

                -Use Mental choreography reminders….”We got this”, “We can fix this”, etc 

Step 3: “Lock-it down”. Lock down the mind with “reminder” words, corrections, positive 
self talk.  

***Remember that your coach is there to help you!! If your struggling to change your 
thoughts, ask your coach for help!! They can help get your mind on “lock-down” 
and help you fill your “confidence bank”!! 

 

Source:    http://www.headgames.ws/68/mental-toughness-training-training-to-keep-the-mind-
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Team  Update 

 

Team ATA has completed all our local competitions and are 

now revving up for Championship meets!  All pair/groups 

have received qualifying scores to advance!   

At one or more of these early local competitions, everyone 

was able to score a “National” qualifying score on their rou-

tines.  For our level 6 team, qualifying scores are required 

from State to advance to Regionals and then from Region-

als to advance to Nationals.  Coaches have been working 

with everybody to build confidence, minimize technical de-

ductions and improve artistry so P/G’s can earn scores that 

are higher than what is needed to qualify.  We are super 

proud of how everyone is looking at this point!  State Cham-

pionships will take place in Livermore, April 9-10.  It’s right 

around the corner and everyone will be pushing extra hard 

to earn top scores! 

This month, Development Team paired up with the Ad-

vanced Team on another challenge—The Hunt!  Working in 

multiple teams that included several P/G’s from each team, 

athletes  are trying to earn points by performing clean or 

outstanding routines as well as earn special recognition as 

hard workers!   

Team Acro News 

 

 

This past couple weeks we have had USA ath-

letes competing at the 2016 World Champion-

ships in China.  Many of these athletes have 

trained for several years.  They started out com-

peting when they were as young as 5 or 6 and 

began in the developmental levels of the program most often with 

a variety of partnerships along the way.  At ATA we have had 

athletes compete at the international level!  It’s a demanding, challenging, exciting and rewarding experience!  Alt-

hough we didn’t take athletes to this World Championships, we entirely understand and respect the commitment, 

dedication, disappointments and thrills that competing against the best in the world requires of these amazing ath-

letes.   

Not for the faint of heart, training requires many hours (15+ week).  It can be tedious performing many repetitions of 

the same elements and dance segments over and over to gain more synchrony, cleaner execution and increased 

difficulty of skills.  Absolute trust is essential!  Trust between partners.  Trust of athletes for their coaches.  Trust 

from the parents for the program.  It requires a lot of dialogue and a lot of work, but in the end, such a lofty accom-

plishment creates amazing lifetime memories, relationships and life lessons that have their own unique and powerful 

rewards.   

We are very proud of all the athletes that competed at Worlds!  Many competed from our Region and we look for-

ward honoring them at our Regional Championships in May.  Well done athletes and go Team USA!! 

International Competition 

NUTRITION CORNER 
 

SUGAR!  SUGAR! 
Added sugars can be found in a wide range of pro-
cessed foods and drinks. We know that added sugars 
can be found in sodas and candy. But added sugars 
sneak into salad dressings, smoothies, condiments, 
pasta sauce, yogurts, and cereals too! Start by being 
more aware of labels and opting for lower sugar op-
tions! 

The easiest way to cut back on added sugars is to 
start by cutting out sugary drinks! Start by limiting so-
das, sports drinks, lemonades, and flavored waters. 
Look for sugar free versions when choosing iced teas 
or Gatorades.  

Work on choosing water! For added flavor, cut up 
extra fruit and place it in your water bottle! This is a 
great, healthy way to drink something refreshing! Al-
so, Starbucks has a delicious Passion Ice Tea, un-
sweetened of course if your looking for a treat!  



Acro Lingo! 

Press 
 

A “press” or “stalder” is a common balance skill that allows an athlete to transition from one shape or 
position to another.  It is a slow continuous act of “pressing” (lifting) your body weight from one shape 
to another with strength and control.  Those who will compete this skill begin by training on pedestals.  
When transitioning from a pike or straddle position into a handstand, good flexibility in their 
“pancake” position is a must (see below).   
 
The most common press is for an athlete to begin in a straddle position and transition to a hand-
stand.   This is a very important element for a “Top” to develop and master.  You will see both 
pairs and groups performing this skill.  At development levels (5-7), you will see assistance by the 
base to accomplish the motion of pressing.  At optional levels, often the requirement is for the 
Top to press unassisted into a final static position.  In some cases, you may see a base (middle) 
pressing.  It can be the most economical and stable way to 
get into your final position.  There are several different 
“shapes” in balance that can be performed by an athlete.  
Handstands can be straight, arched (flexiblilty) or planged 
(strength) and pressing can be used to transition between 
these.  Depending on the start and end positions, as well 
as the point of support (2 hands vs 1 hand) some presses 
are more difficult to accomplish than others and are 
awarded more value.   
 
To the right are some examples of pressing. 
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WHAT’S COMING UP? 
 
March The Hunt Challenge 
Athletes will earn stickers for clean routines and 
hard work ethic for our new board this month as 
we prepare for State Championships!  
 
4/9-10   State Championships   All Team 
4/17   ATA Team Picture    All Team
     7:00pm—Bring Warm Ups!!  
5/7-8   Regional Championships All Team 
5/21   ATA Annual Team BBQ   
    Cahalan Park—details to follow 
6/7-12   National Championships All Team 
6/20   First Day back to training following 
    Nationals 
6/22   ATA Team Sleepover  


